
30 Youth both boys and girls from Nyamirambo area between the age of 18 and 
35 years, comprising of graduate of high school, students, even school drops 
have been given an opportunity to participate in a three-month training on how 
to bargain a job position or to become self-reliant by creating your own business 
and make it successful. The training started on 30th march 2022 at Club Rafiki 
youth

center which was organized by Akazi Kanoze Access (AKA) a local NGO with 
objective to help youth by providing them with the knowledge that will help them 
secure a job position in labor market or become self-reliant by creating 
employment for themselves, in this objective AKA partners with Prince’s Trust 
International (PTI) from UK, an organizations that was founded by the Prince of 
Wales to tackle the global crisis of youth unemployment, actually it operating 
among 13 countries from the commonwealth realm and beyond.

Visitors and trainee sharing views and experiences
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Youth beneficiaries of this training are divided in 3 classes of 10 students per 
class assisted by 3 facilitators which in during session, it’s a standard for 
facilitators to divide classes in group of 3 or 4. An indications show that 
beneficiaries have gained additional knowledge since the beginning of the 
training.

Providentially, on 11th March 2022 Club Rafiki  was honored with the visit of     
Mr. Michael and Mrs. Rebecca from PTI accompanied by Mr. Emmanuel and 
Mrs. Jane from AKA, their visit was very informative to beneficiaries and visitors 
had the opportunity during the visit to talk with participants about the 
expansion of the program in different countries and how the program has 
transformed the lives of so many youth globally, moreover visitors advise 
them to keep staying focused on their dream, and lastly both visitors and 
beneficiaries of the program was offering the opportunity to express their 
views by sharing life experiences and essentials information about the world.

Inspirational words of visitors from PTI and AKA to trainee
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“I appreciate a lot for this training, it gives an 
opportunity to know more about myself, where 
my weakness and fear lay and how to 
overcome them including how the actual world 
function. I also feel privileged to learn basics 
rules of how I can create employments for 
myself and become self-reliant” Said Deborah 
18 yo beneficiaries.

Finally, we all believe that “Every youth has a dream, focus on it and pursuing it 
by trying to change your life, stand your ground, use opportunities at hands and 
build your future”
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Energizing game as a key of success to the training 

Deborah left with peers enjoying a pictures with Mrs. Rebecca from PTI
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